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		Group 
						[image: ]/Ungroup 
			[image: ]: To work faster, you can 
		group  texts, 
		shapes, pictures, or other objects. Grouping lets you flip, rotate, 
		move, or resize all shapes or objects at the same time as though they 
		were a single shape or object. The group object can be much complicated 
		than each single object.

			
				
					
					
						
							
			PDFill PDF Editor Enterprise 
							fills the interior of 
							a grouped path using one of three fill modes: None, 
							alternate or winding. The mode determines how to 
							fill and clip the interior of a closed figure.
							The default mode is 
							Alternate. To determine the interiors of closed 
							figures in the alternate mode, draw a line from any 
							arbitrary start point in the path to some point 
							obviously outside the path. If the line crosses an 
							odd number of path segments, the starting point is 
							inside the closed region and is therefore part of 
							the fill or clipping area. An even number of 
							crossings means that the point is not in an area to 
							be filled or clipped. An open figure is filled or 
							clipped by using a line to connect the last point to 
							the first point of the figure.

							The Winding mode 
							considers the direction of the path segments at each 
							intersection. It adds one for every clockwise 
							intersection, and subtracts one for every 
							counterclockwise intersection. If the result is 
							nonzero, the point is considered inside the fill or 
							clip area. A zero count means that the point lies 
							outside the fill or clip area.

							A figure is 
							considered clockwise or counterclockwise based on 
							the order in which the segments of the figure are 
							drawn.


					

				

			

		

		
		
			1. Set the properties:
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			Here is the list of the properties.

			
					
								
							    Position (Left, Right, Width, Height)	
								The X and Y 
							coordinate of the box to define the position of the 
							object.
	
							
                            
							    Scale	
							The scale of 
							width and height inside 
                            PDF .
	
							Lock aspect ratio	
							The ratio of width and 
							height will be kept as you change the size of 
							object.
	
							Relative to 
							Original Size	
							The original width and 
							height will be used.
	
								Rotate	
								The rotation 
								degree from 3 clock relative to the object center.


				
				Enterprise 
				User Only: 

					
								Fill Mode	
								None,  
								Alternate, Winding. See
								
								details.
	
							Line Wight	
							The thickness of all lines 
							inside Group
	
							Line Dashed	
							There are 
                        8 Dashed Styles: Solid, Round Dot, Square Dot, Dash, 
                        Dash Dot, Long Dash, Long Dash Dot, Long Dash Dot Dot
	
							Line Color	
								The color for all lines 
							inside Group
	
								Fill Color	
								The background 
								color inside the group


				

		

		

		2. Screenshot on 
        Group Fill Mode:
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